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by Marianne Knuth, a young woman of Danish and Zimbabwean origin
with a Masters in International Business and Economics, has returned to
her beloved Zimbabwe to live out her dream of creating a learning village.
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There are, all around us, countless signs of an increasingly
desperate government. And whilst it seems very likely
that it is going to get a lot worse before it gets better, I can
only pray and hope that we are moving towards a total
break-down of a reign, which is only held together by
force, violence and terror.
On a small farm in rural Zimbabwe, we are a group of
people who have decided to create a learning initiative
rooted in a shared vision of individual and community
self-sufficiency. We believe that there is tremendous
untapped potential in the energy, wisdom and knowledge
of people. Our programs are designed to nurture that
potential so that innovative solutions can emerge and be
made manifest.
In a dark time we are learning how life still goes on; how
magic continues to occur, coming round to surprise us;
Showing us the beauty of a sacred and supportive
universe when we learn to listen, and to ask for what we
need and offer what we have. In a dark time, we have
gathered at Kufunda to practice co-creative learning,
where everyone is a teacher and a learner, and to explore
what possibilities exist for building life-affirming
community in this time.
We are learning to return to methods of agriculture that
work with the earth instead of against her. We are
exploring what it might take to bring back to life ways of
actually living in community with all the gifts of diversity
and increased capacity that it brings. And the obvious
challenges it poses. We are doing our best to come
together in a search for creative solutions to seemingly

Our Theme for 2003-2004:

Riding the Waves

impossible challenges- such as lack of funds to continue
sending our children to school; such as lack of funds itself.
It seems that we are actually learning to look at these
challenges as important lessons from which we can grow
and progress.
What wealth do we already have with which to live the
life we can sense as possible and good? As nourishing
and rich? Even in these times? It seems to us that there
are indeed many opportunities waiting for us to act on
them even in this dark time that this beautiful country is
going through. The opportunity present in the slow but
certain realization
that we need to take
responsibility once
again for our own
lives, not looking to
governments for help.
In the words of a
younger woman, “we
need to energetically
create our future.”
We are a community
that is learning how
composing a song together
much more is
possible when we work together from a place of love,
caring, respect. Even if it isn’t always easy, we will be
alright. Our difficulties leave us closer, stronger. As
perhaps the situation in Zimbabwe will leave us all….
Closer. Stronger. Brighter. Clearer….
That brings me hope.
Learn more about this community: www.kufunda.org

Egg

My infant body contained all the eggs which would spill out during the months of the fertile years. So too, some childhood

experiences contained the shape of my future years...I have never conceived, but whether or not a woman does conceive, she

carries the germinative ocean within her, and the essential eggs. We have a spirituality, full from within. Whether we are
weaving tissue in the womb or pictures in the imagination, we create out of our bodies.
Meinrad Craighead

Sacred Space—Part III: The Body

Our bodies are ourselves.
They reveal, literally and truthfully, the stories of our lives.
We present ourselves to the world through our bodies or not at all.
Our bodies are sacred, beautiful and wise.
Lucy Edelbeck

Goddess in the mirror
Being feminine, feminine being
naked fleshy soul
with flowing hair and curving hip.
Looking into the murky mirror
that beckons for complete submersion
into all that is woman
swimming upstream with sisters
dancing, cheering on the banks
singing from the trees
then diving into the deep caverns,
darkened by history
and uncovering her in the still waters.
What is it she is trying to mirror:
You are wholly lovable,
your honey and bitters trickling together
intimately mingling body and blood
through your blessed womb
and often-martyred breasts.

fertility restored
if i could bleed away care
And restore a womb to garden,
there would be no need
to conceive with pen and mind;
for i would be a lustrous channel
a sacred floodgate,
a golden chalice of unpoured waters,
a kitchen beaming, a morsel waiting
for a nebulous wanderer
to settle in and call home.

Feminine being, being feminine
she is mirroring a human creature
whole through her brokeness
destined to be the midwife
of nothing less than the future
her conscious choice making all
the difference in the unfolding
of freshness: a river where the daughters waft
in the beauty of a body they own
from tongue to navel to toes
As the current quickens, uncontainable voices cascade
over the rising waters of life, resonating with certainty
for only the briefest span of a wave
all that is needed
then plunging back into the mystery
of being
feminine being.
Loretta Pellizzari

Monika Lee

The Iris
The Gardener gave me an iris
a purple iris.
Tall, straight, strong,
in full bloom.
Transparent petals,
fragrant, fragile,
full, free.
The Gardener gave me myself,
firmly planted,
I raised my head
unfolding one by one
each fragile petal,
freeing fragrance,
incense for the
beloved
Gardener
Anna Douthwright

It is night and I am sitting on the edge of my gentle bed. I open a jar
of African honey butter and begin my evening ritual. Slowly I massage
cream into my pedicured feet - first the soles, then the toes, then the
cuticles. From the jar’s label, I learn that this cream has been
gathered for me by the labour of women in Zambia and Ghana. I read
that my purchase creates work for them and income for their families.
I do not know how they harvest honey in Zambia or make the cream in
Ghana. But I do know African women, many of them. Often I have
stared at their feet noting the muscular calluses from never wearing
shoes, the flaking skin from never using cream.
In the peace of my bedroom, I imagine them in theirs. I know there is
no comparison, not in comfort, not in security, not in fatigue. As the
crème soaks into my soles, I picture them in fields, gathering the
means for my life to remain soft. They can not imagine my life. I
know them well enough to know I can not imagine theirs.
Margaret Wheatley

So Much

The bodies of grownups come with stretchmarks and scars,
faces that have been lived in.
Relaxed breasts and bellies, backs that give trouble, and well-worn feet:
flesh that is particular, and obviously mortal.
They also come with bruises on their heart,
wounds they can’t forget,
and each of them a company of lovers in their soul who will not return and
can not be
erased.
And yet I think there is a flood of beauty beyond the smoothness of youth;
and my heart aches for
that grace of longing that flows through bodies
no longer straining to be innocent
by yearning for redemption

There is so much love in our bodies
So much vision in our eyes
So much power in our hands
We ought to give a try
So many dreams have come forth
From the source that is our minds
And we got the time girls
If only we can find it
Stand behind it
A waving flag of vision
Showing the glory in our hearts
We best start to believe it
Grrrls.
Heed its power
Conceive of its urgency
Why not?

Lucy Edelbeck
The body has its own way of knowing that has little to do with logic and much to do
with truth, little to do with control, and much to do with acceptance, little to do with
division and analysis, and much to do with union.

Jennifer Hanke

Marilyn Ferguson
return the gift
i was held to your breast
tears staining your blouse,
tears from two faces concealed in the dark.
did you rock the chair of love for me
against the weight of slumber?
you are an ancient goddess and queen of cups
pouring milk on the ground of my infancy.
Demeter through late night vigils
re-inventing time and the swift change of seasons.
i give back to you now
not in a poem
in doing, knowing
being mother.
i return the gift to you
in her.
Monika Lee

I am enough, I am enough
Just as I am, I am enough
Just as I am, just as I am.
I am enough, just as I am.
I am a woman, I am a woman
My body’s sacred. I am a woman.
My body’s sacred, my body’s sacred,
I am a woman, my body’s sacred.

Summer by Meinrad Craighead

Colleen Fulmer
I am born connected. I am born remembering rivers flowing from my mother’s body into my body. I pray at
her Fountain of Life, saturated in her milk and blood, water and honey. She passes on to me the meaning of
religion because she links me to our origin in God the Mother.
Meinrad Craighead

Open Circles

Summer Reading
The Lost Garden Helen Humphreys
Possession A.S. Byatt
Crow Lake Mary Lawson
Small Wonder Barbara Kingsolver
The Millionth Circle Jean Shinoda Bolen
Webs of Power Starhawk
Fugitive Pieces Anne Michaels
Sisterhood is Forever

Robin Morgan
Rush Home Road Lori Lansens
The Red Tent Anita Diamant
The Secret Life of Bees Sue Monk Kidd

…a tapestry of story, laughter, silence and the mystical
experience of women gathered, where we can reflect the sacred in our lives. Last
Wednesday of the month, Merici Lounge, Brescia UC, 7:30 p.m. 2003 members:
free admission. Non-members: $2.00 Everyone Welcome!

25 June
24 September
29 October

Dancing into Summer– an evening of sacred dance
Walking the Labyrinth at Twilight
Meditation with the Drum

Reclaiming the Feminine

Saturday June 7th 2003, 10am - 4pm,

The Circle will be closed for July.
Books can be returned to the library or main switchboard

June & Aug.: Regular hours - Mon-Thurs, 9:30-4:00
We are collecting for our November book
sale. Call us or bring your books/
donations to The Circle. (no textbooks)

Merici Lounge, Brescia

A varied program of ritual, discussion, activity and interaction, exploring:
“The Emergence of the Conscious Feminine...Letting it Take Root...The Labyrinth…

Fierce Compassion: Meeting the Dark Goddess...Body/Soul Work”

Members: $25.00, Non-members: $30.00
Bring a bag lunch...refreshment provided

The Circle in Summer
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Info & Registration: 432-8353 x288
or thecirclecentre@netscape.net

Thursday June 19 - Book Launch: Celebrate the launching of Bernice Santor’s
book Some Women Amazed Us: Biblical Studies from a Christian
Feminist Perspective. The Lounge, Main Building, Brescia University
College, 7:00 - 9:00 pm. All are welcome. Sponsored by The Circle.

Caravan: a company of writers on a journey…

Wednesday September 17, 7:30 pm, Merici Lounge at Brescia
5 women writers, with recently published works, share their creative process,
discuss their themes and read excerpts:
Karen Braun, Gwen Nowak, Bernice Santor, Maria Stam, and Meip Verkley.
DONATIONS ONLY. PROCEEDS TO THE CIRCLE LIBRARY.

June 19 - An Evening with Margaret Atwood - Grand Theatre, 7:30 pm, tickets $5.00 at the box office, www.grandtheatre.com or Books Plus,
The Book Store at Western. ?: C. Young 661-3520 ext. 88251 or ccyoung@uwo.ca. She will read from Oryx and Crake.
September 18 - Take Back the Night - 6:45 p.m. Speakers, rally and march, within the continuum of this year’s theme ‘Our Missing Sisters.’
Come and "share the vision of a world where women are free from violence." Sponsored by the WEC.

The world has lost two of the great women of our time.
Rosemary Brown (1931 - 2003)
“Those who say this movement is dying betrays their own ignorance.”
In Canada, pioneer feminist Rosemary Brown may best be remembered as the first black woman to serve in a legislature and
the first woman to ever run for the leadership of a federal party (NDP), but it is her 30+ years of dedication that has inspired
and influenced this country. Unwilling to accept limits, Rosemary possessed a positive spirit (her slogan was “Brown is
Beautiful”) and the belief in the ability to create change. One of her most famous statements reveals this: “To be Black and
female in a society that is both racist and sexist is to be in the unique position of having nowhere to go but up!” During her
time in office she helped introduce anti-discrimination legislation and formed a committee to remove sexism in textbooks.
She was a founding member of the Vancouver Status of Women Council and the Vancouver Crisis Centre, was an officer of
the Order of Canada and a member of the Order of British Columbia. She will be sorely missed as a mentor to women and
an example of integrity in our country.
Dorothee Soelle (1929-2003)
“The union of the divine-within and the divine-without occurs in the spark of the soul”
Mystic and scholar Dorothee Soelle studied at the University of Cologne, and served as Professor of Theology at Union
Theological Seminary in NYC from 1975 - 87. Her writings include Theology for Skeptics (1994), her memoir, Against the
Wind: Memoir of a Radical Christian (1999) and The Silent Cry: Mysticism and Resistance (2001). Soelle was an activist in the
peace and ecological movements, who was described as “one tough Christian... [who] embodies...a determination to keep
faith linked to political reality.” She refused to separate today’s politics and social reality from her experience of prayer and
mysticism. “Without mysticism, the image of the human being deteriorates into that of a
consuming and producing machine that neither needs nor is capable of God.” (The Silent Cry, 44)

